Tips & Tricks Weekly
Task Details Window
Happy Wednesday ETSU Health Team! This Tips and Tricks will address the Task Details Window and the various options you
have when sending tasks. We will cover how to open a new task, specifying patient vs non-patient, selecting between users/
teams and different task types, the comment field, and lastly selecting notification when complete/activation dates.

1. Open the Task Details Box by choosing the “New
Task” icon in the toolbar. This window will provide a
multitude of options for sending various tasks and will
even allow you to change the task activation date and
the task overdue date.
2. One useful feature of Touchworks is the ability to
select “Quick Chart” and “Quick Appointments” from
within most dialog boxes/windows, selecting Quick
Chart or Quick Appointments provides an overlay over
your current window. You may also select one of two
options to dictate if the task is regarding a patient or
more of a general task that is not concerning a patient
by selecting either Option 1 “Not about a patient” or
Option 2 “Concerning Patient: __________”
3. Touchworks requests the user input either a user or
a team. Task type identifies a subject and allows the
EHR to place tasks in a specific category. The Priority
field includes 3 options (routine, urgent, ASAP) which
allows the task to be sent with a flag alerting the task
recipient to the urgency of the matter.
4. The comment field allows you to compose messages,
macro’s are also available in this field.
(.dontremovetasks for example)
5. You can also activate tasks by date/time and set
overdue dates with options located at the bottom of the
task details box, you will also find that you can create
notification tasks to send to users by checking the
“when complete” and or “when overdue” checkbox.
6. Pro tip: Don’t ever remove tasks.
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